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care for children of students in the affiliated
day-care program.
Parental consent would be required before
any student could be treated at the clinic,
according to Dr. Eric Schaff, a member of
the advisory group and project director of
the Anthony Jordan Teen Center..
A sample consent form handed out at the
forum detailed the types of health care the
clinic might offer. At the bottom of the form
were categories of services from which
parents could exclude their children. Those
included diet counseling, a pregnancy prevention program, pregnancy testing, dental
screening, drug and alcohol counseling and
treatment of sexually transmitted diseases,
among others.
Parents who consented to treatment of
their children would be notified when and for
what conditions their children were treated.
The only exception would be in the case of
sexually transmitted diseases, for which
confidentiality is mandated by law. However, students would be urged to discuss such
treatment with their parents.
Clinic staff would notify parents of the
results of pregnancy tests, but would not
offer abortion counseling. Nor would the
clinic dispense contraceptives. Instead, students would be given vouchers or prescriptions, according to Dr. Schaff. "We don't
want to be known as a 'pill clinic,""he said.

"We are really hoping to optimize parental
involvement and address the rieeds of teens."
None of the five parents who attended last
Thursday's forum voiced strong objections
to the plan. Several other speakers complained that the proposal's^ November 1
deadline does not allow for adequate involvement on the part of parerits or students.
Rivera agreed that time is short. If the
proposal is accepted, he pointed out, a
year-long planning period w(ould allow for
further parent and community involvement
in deciding what services the clinic would
offer.
i

But James McCuller, executive director of
Action for a Better Community, Inc., and a
member of the Teen Preganancy Coalition,
said the foundation's very specific guidelines
do not leave much room for choices later on.
•"Folks need to be aware that there are
already some things on thle table they're
going to be saying yes or nd to with this ...
and the meaning of 'comprehensive health
services' should be on the table," he said.
Dr. Mario Caceres, executive director of
the Ibero-American Action iLeague, said he
spoke on behalf of parents who fear losing
control over their families. '"This process is
moving ahead pretty fast, but parents and
community agencies are not sure what their
part is — what is going to happen," he said.
"This explanation doesn't tell you when
you're going to be called or what are the
procedures (for consultation^."
Other speakers suggested that students be
more involved in planning fjor the clinic and
that a parent should be on t!he clinic staff to
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serve as a liaison to other parents.
Charmaine Bennett, a family life education consultant, said she favored the proposal so long as it really offers comprehensive care and not just family planning
services masked as such. She noted that the
community has been largely unaware of a
clinic operated by Threshold at Franklin
Junior-Senior High School for the past four
years, which has dispensed contraceptives.
A large proportion of Jefferson's 1,100
students are' minorities. Bennett said she

When St. Bernard's Seminary closed its
doors in June, 1981, few would have predictt.1 that in. 1986, its successor, St. Bernard's Institute, would be thriving as a graduate school
of theology.
On August 26, 1981, St. Bernard's signed
a covenant of affiliation with Colgate
Rochester Divinity School and moved into its
new home on the divinity school's 25-acre
hilltop campus. The institute was welcomed, as
the Roman Catholic presence on the multidenominational campus, and a bold ecumenical partnership began to emerge.
The physical integration of the two institutions' libraries is near completion. The combined collections, housed in the Ambrose
Swasey Library on campus, is now among the
largest theological libraries in the nation.
Among the many jointly sponsored programs
have been the annual summer sessions, many
lecture series and the week-long Spirituality Institute. Cooperation between the schools extends to the hiring of professors and
administrators, consultation on potential policy changes; joint thesis-defense committees;
mutual participation in Study Days, a forum
in which professors' research or writings are
presented; shared responsibility for preparing
the daily all-school interdenominational wor-
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During these five years, scores of institute
graduates — men and women, lay and ordained — have been prepared for service in
the larger Church community. Institute faculty
serve as consultants, moderators and speakers on the important moral and ecclesiastical
concerns of our times. While striving to serve
the needs of today's Church, St. Bernard's In. stitute is actively engaged in building the academic programs and setting educational
policies that will help bring the Church into
the next century.
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"Ideal. . . . Not enough good things can be said about this indispensable volume."
— NATIONAL CATHOLIC NEWS SERVICE
"A too-little-appreciated
treasure- of the Catholic Church in
the U.S. Every priest should have one! Every Catholic family
should have one. It's a gem."
— Msgr. John P. Foley
"An excellent and indispensable tool."
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Year after year, critics around the world hail the Catholic
Almanac as an "indispensable source" of basic information
and concise articles on virtually every subject of Catholic interest — from Biblical studies to current events.
Sold out every yearl Don't miss out on this newest edition of a Catholic classic — order now!
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St. Bernard's investment in ecumenism is
balanced by its commitment to teach the rich
tradition of Roman Catholicism, in the light
of the reforms of the Second Vatican Council. The academic strengths St. Bernard's
brings to the campus and to the greater
Rochester area are carefully planned and welltaught courses in scripture, Church history,
canon law, sacraments, moral theology, liturgy, mysticism and spirituality, as well as ministry and the skills of ministry.
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ship services; and cross-registration, which is
still the most popular way for students and
professors of different Christian backgrounds
to explore areas of commonality and
divergence.
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The city school board is expected to vote
on the clinic proposal at its October 20
meeting. In the meantime, diocesan officials
and members of the Teen Pregnancy Coalition plan to study the proposal and offer
their reactions to the board.

St. Bernard's celebrates fifth year at Colgate
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hoped that population would not be "used,
abused or misused.
" I hope they'll stress education as a
preventive measure," she said. " I hope we
are as interested in our children's brains as
we are in their reproductive systems."
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